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If no one was different life wouldn’t be as fun...

No one would be crazy,

Or silly,

Or play with water guns!
If no one was different we would all be the same...

The same hair.

The same clothes.

The same brain!
If no one was different the world would be all gray.

We would wake up.

And eat.

And have a typical boring day.
If no one was different the world would seem so small.

It would be teeny.

And tiny.

And almost miniscule!
If no one was different the world would seem to stop.

No one would go forwards.

Or backwards.

Or ever be on top.
If no one was different we would all be like blobs.

No yous.

And no mes.

Just blob, blob, and blob.
If no one was different we would like the same stuff.

The same food.

The same games.

Sure enough.
But since we are all different, we'll never be the same.

Different hair.

Different clothes.

Different brain!
Since we are all different the world seems so big.

We can do anything.

And everything.

So much our hearts would sing!
Since we are all different we'd never be a blob.

There are Yous.

And mes.

And over 7 billion more!
Since we are all different the world would never stop.

We could go forwards,

And backwards,

And even be on top.
Since we are all different the world is awful fun.

We can be crazy.

And silly.

And play with water guns!
Since we are all different...
We are tall.

And we are small.
We are old.

And we are young.
But most of all...
You Are You!